Matter Management

Manage your legal work to achieve strategic business objectives and
improved outcomes
SimpleLegal’s easy-to-use matter management capabilities enable legal departments to effectively
and efficiently manage both their internal and external legal work. From the smallest details to critical
information, SimpleLegal centralizes all matter-related information into one robust system. This
simplifies the way in-house legal teams operate and complete their daily tasks.

Bring clarity to the matter lifecycle
With complete clarity into the matter lifecycle, legal teams know which matters are core to the
business, which are high risk, which are routine, and if the right people are doing the right work. The
result? Better decisions which lead to improved outcomes.
SimpleLegal’s matter management transforms the legal department from a cost center into a better
business partner, and allows them to:
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Features that let you accomplish more
Providing a unified platform for effective matter management, SimpleLegal makes it possible for legal
departments of all sizes to increase collaboration, enforce process controls, and deliver more value.
Here are a few key features that help achieve success:
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